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PATRIOTISM IN ACTION: The Founding of National Veterans Day 

Lesson: Learn how a Birmingham student, who grew up and served in WW II, led the movement for America to create a 
National Veterans Day to honor veterans of all wars and perpetuate peace. Learn this history through the lens of character 

traits legislated to be taught in Alabama schools. Take action: write a note to someone not in your home to make sure they 

know Veterans Day started in Alabama. 

Becoming, Knowing, Doing 

[Listen, think, and fill in notes to remember and pass on to others. Learn with intent to teach.] 

America’s Veterans Day started in 19___ by __________ _______ supported by WW II hero General _________ ________________.  

Official recognition came in November 2012 through a Resolution passed by the U.S. _________. 

The founder went to school in ____________.  He was honored by U.S. President ________ __________ at the White House on national tv. 

5 of the 25 character traits legislated to teach in Alabama schools related to the founding of America’s Veterans Day & Civil Rights Movement: 

Value State how you would like to apply each character trait in your life  

1. Patriotism 
2. Courage 

3. Perseverance 

4. Loyalty 

5. Citizenship 

5 additional values and traits significant to Alabama’s national movements for Veterans Day and Civil Rights that also lead to action: 

6. Freedom 

7. Peace 

8. Honor 
9. Trust 

10. Leadership 

The original purpose of Veterans Day was to honor _________ and perpetuate __________ ________. 

Famous group of African-Americans from Alabama who fought in WW II for freedoms before enjoyed as civilians _____________ ____________. 

Freedom of ____________ provided by veterans and Freedom of _______ provided by leaders and foot soldiers of the Civil Rights Movement.  

Because of these, we have Freedom to ___________. A key way to succeed in school and life is to _____ _ _______ to inspire focus on purpose. 

Birmingham Area and Alabama can be known in America for as a national leader for ___________________________________________________. 

To help all teachers and students know this inspiring history—with your help, more parents, too—we want to put a ______ and _______ _____ in 

every school in Alabama. 

Mark the main ideas you want to remember and pass on someone today: 
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